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About Eric Payne

I am a very open-minded person. Other people say that I bring a certain beam of 

light into the room that makes me stand out from others; that can be said for the way 

I design as well. When I design, I always try to be very collaborative and think outside 

of the box with ideas. Working with other people and getting their opinions on what 

I could add to my design or corrections is what really helps me truly become a great 

designer because I’m learning and bouncing off other people’s ideas whether 

they’re designers themselves or a client.

 I like to do a multitude of illustrations, portraits of people, cartoon characters. 

In addition, I enjoy fashion design, and other art-based hobbies. Being a graphic 

designer allows me to work in a field where I’m doing something that I love rather than 

just doing it to put food on the table. 

When I first came to Sinclair Community College, I was more of an artist. I prefer a lot 

of abstract in very illustrative things, however I had to learn that a lot of design work 

wasn’t supposed to be like an art project. When it came to design, I had to learn to be 

creative while also thinking in a practical sense in terms of layout, production, and craft. 

While becoming a great designer, I have also become a better artist as well. In terms of 

creativity, graphic design has truly expanded the world around me.



 Illustories Brand Book

Front Back

This QR code will direct  you to an online 
link of my brand book. Scan the code 
with your phone to gain access.

SCAN HERE

 In Fall of 2020, I had to create a brand book for a 
fictitious business. The purpose of this book was 
to act as a manual for employees to understand the 
rules, regulations, identity, and merchandising of 
our brand. The name of my business is called Illustories; 
it acts as a book creation in distribution company 
where anyone can create a multitude of story books 
and have them published through the organization. 

The book is an 8 by 10-inch trade book with a 
quarter inch spine consisting of 98 pages. The book 
had a soft cover, and the pages have a matted finish, 
plus they are in color.
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These are the first attempts at 
creating the logo for Illustories. 
The theme of this brand was to be 
an imaginative and whimsical 
style because it is based around 
storytelling.



  This is the interior of our business Illustories. The inside 
of Illustories is designed to be spectical of whimsical 
and creative charms. The image shows the front 
corridor and main hallway with all the design offices for 
clients and designer. In the center of the hallway is a 
spiral staircase that leads to the upper level where the 
cafe and story areas are.

  This is the exterior of our business Illustories. The outside 
of the building features a tall, spire like window setup that 
almost resembles the head of a pen or pencil. The windows on 
each side have a detailed pattern placed on both with Aesthetic 
Violet from our color palette. Also, the sides of the building 
feature the same intrigue detailing as the windows and the sides 
use three other colors from our color palette.

This is the exterior of the building from a 
street view perspective.

This is the interior of the building from the 
first floor corridor.

Illustories InteriorIllustories Exterior



Sources:  Blurb.com | Unsplash.com

Illustories Uniforms

Mens Womens (Pants) Womens (Skirt)

Here are some of the uniforms that our employees are able 
to wear. For both the men and women’s uniform, it is a black 
polo shirt with different colors on them that are from the 
color palette of the brand.

Employees are also able to wear different kinds of bottoms 
except for shorts, jeans with massive rips or holes in them, and 
anything that goes past the lower thigh. Bottoms should be 
preferably black or light blue denim.



This past year I have been working to develop a 
new type of story. These are the book jackets for 
my new series of stories call The Ever-Enchanted 
Story. The jackets are 22 1/2 by 10 inches when 
fully spread out while also including an 8th of an inch 
bleed, but when close it is for an 8 by 10-inch book 
with a one-inch spine. 

The front cover of each book jacket includes 
images of Ryanne, Shemar, and James who are 
the characters. The back includes the fairytale 
symbolism and a poem style incantation which 
reads, “The polarity of Moon, and the bright 
illumination of the Sun come together as a force 
of one; to give direction to those who are dim, 
and rewrite the tales told by the Brothers Grimm.”

The Ever Enchanted Story 
Book Jackets

This is the book jacket for 
volume one. It utilizes the 
symbol of the Moon which 
signifies polarity. 

This is the book jacket for 
volume two. It utilizes the 
symbol of the Sun which 
signifies illumination.

This is the book jacket for 
volume three. It utilizes 
the symbol of the Compass 
which signifies direction.
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The box set cover also incorporates the over arching 
theme of each trilogy. The theme for this trilogy is based 
around the Little Red Riding Hood fairytale. The box is 8.25 
inches by 10.25 inches to fit all three volumes.

The spine consists of the title, volume 
number, and name of the author.

The spines on each volume cover have a piece of a whole 
image. When put together, the spines reveals the entire 
image. Since this trilogy is based on Little Red Riding Hood, the 
spine picture is a Wolf.

The back cover of the book consists of 
a brief summary of the book series, the 
trademark poem from the story.

Sources: Pexels.com | Unsplash.com | Freepiks.com | Original Mockups.com

This symbol is a part of my story. 
It is a spell seal that accompanies 
an incantation as part of the 
plot. This symbol was made in 
Adobe Illustrator using various 
geometric shapes and the 
symbols panel.



The Lion’s Den 
Vineyard & Winery

This is the tattoo design that I worked on 
back in September of 2020. I was inspired 
by my design to create this brand because 
of how intricate and detailed I made the lion 
style tattoo. 

I designed this tattoo for my grandfather 
who passed away back in 2016, the lion 
symbolizes his Zodiac sign which is Leo. 

Wine Bottle Labels [ 3.5 in. X 4 in. ]

Front

Back

Wine Bottle Packaging Full Spread  [13 in. X 20 in. ]

This winery is called the Lion’s Den. This project 
consists of wine bottle labels and wine bottle 
packaging. The packaging is 3 1/4 inches by 12 
1/2 inches it was made through an Online print 
service called Print Place. The entire logo was 
developed in Adobe Illustrator to give the wine 
brand a dynamic and tropical look. 



Sources: Pexels.com | Unsplash.com | Freepiks.com 

This is an adhesive label that I made through 
Zazzle.com. I took my design and minimize it so 
that there could be a souvenir glassware.

To give it its tropical effect, imagery of tropical 
plants and ferns were used on the wine 
packaging and on the front and back labels.

Wine Bottle and Packaging [ 3.25 in. X 12.5 in. ]



Resume Development

PMS 1505

Innovative Orange | PMS 1505 | Hex: #FF6900 | 
Red: 255 | Green: 105 | Blue: 0  

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 64%  |  Yellow:100% | Black: 0%

PMS 7549

Collective Yellow | PMS 7549 | Hex: #FFB600
Red: 255 | Green: 182 | Blue: 0  

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 22% | Yellow: 100% | Black: 0%

PMS 103-8

Analytic Blue | PMS 103-8| Hex: #37326E
Red: 55 | Green: 50 | Blue: 110

Cyan: 97% | Magenta: 81% |  Yellow: 0% | Black: 26%

This is the development of my resume, I made 
designs for the front resume layout, the back 
of my resume, the cover letter layout, the 
reference sheet layout, and the business cards. 
The resume design was also intended to reflect my 
style as a designer, so utilizing the splatter point 
for my logo design while also incorporating a sunset 
style gradient to represent spontaneity, plus 
individuality. After the right is the different color 
variations for my brand logo.

Design. Create. Illustrate.
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Eric Shemar Payne

Primary Logo Black on White Logo One-Color Logo White on Black Logo



Back

References Page

Resume Page

Business Cards

Front Back

Cover Letter

Front

Sources: Freepiks.com 



Black Excellence Event 
Poster

Black Excellence Poster 

Light Pole Banner [ 24 in. X 48 in. ]

Street Sign [ 36 in. X 48 in. ]

Sources: Pexels.com | Unsplash.com | Freepiks.com 

Rich Black

Black Magic Gold - PMS 7549

Hex: #37326E
Red: 255 | Green: 182 | Blue: 0

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 22% |  Yellow: 100% | Black: 0%

Hex: #010203
Red: 0.39%| Green: 0.78% | Blue: 1.18%

Cyan: 60% | Magenta: 40% |  Yellow: 40% | Black: 100%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

For this project I created a figurative event here in 
the city of Dayton, Ohio and made a poster design for 
it. I utilized images of some of my friends and family 
members to create the collage design on the left of 
the poster. The splatter design on the right of the 
poster was created in Adobe Illustrator using line  
work by changing the stroke pattern.



Fire Bird Fashion 
Logo & Apparel

80% Polyester | 20% Cotton

Size: Medium
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Front

Fire Bird Fashion Hang Tag 
[ 2 in. X 3.5 in. ]

Back

Phoenix Orange - PMS Orange 021

Spark Yellow - PMS 7549

Hex: #FFB600
Red: 255 | Green: 182 | Blue: 0

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 22% |  Yellow: 100% | Black: 0%

Hex: #FE5000
Red: 254 | Green: 80 | Blue: 0

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 74% |  Yellow: 100% | Black: 0%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

This brand is called Fire Bird Fashion and Apparel. 
This brand is creating more urban style apparels and 
merchandise like shirts, hats, and even face mask 
due to COVID-19. The front and back of the hang tag 
incorporated a cracked texture style shape that was 
used from Adobe illustrator’s symbols panel.



Sources: Pexels.com | Unsplash.com | Freepiks.com 

The logo was an earlier T-shirt design 
was created in my print production 
class, but I have since revised. This logo 
utilizes a orange and yellow gradient 
to give it its fiery style and uniqueness.

Graphic T-Shirts

Face Masks

Hats



Video Game 
Cover Development

Paper Rendering Digital Rendering

Full Video Game 
Cover Spread 
[10.75 in. X 7.5 in.]

Wii U Video Game Case & 
Game Disc Mock Up

Sources: Designbolts.com | Deviantart.com | Fusionfall Wiki.com

Fusion Fall is a game developed by Cartoon 
Network, so this video game to show what the game 
would look like if it were franchised through Nintendo 
on their Wii U console. The video games cover 
spread is 10.75 inches in width and 7.5 inches 
in height with a half an inch spine. The artwork for 
the cover was drawn back in 2018 and then digitally 
rendered in September of 2020.



Service Learning Project 
[La Viva Rwanda]

For this service-learning project, I was asked to create a 
logo and flyer design for a nonprofit fair-trade store that 
sells custom African jewelry and novelties. For this 
project I was working with a nonprofit through a nonprofit 
organization. The flyer measurements are basic US letter 
style which is 8 1/2 by 11 inches and can be utilized with 
or without an eighth of an inch bleed. The imagery 
was used from the nonprofit organizations Etsy store. The 
color palette also emulates the colors of the country of 
Rwanda’s flag.

Sources: www.etsy.com/lavivarwanda (photos)

La Viva Rwanda Flyer [ 8.5 inches X 11 inches ]

 Logo Design

PMS 637

PMS 108

PMS 349

Hex: # 4EC3E0
Red: 78 | Green: 195 | Blue: 224

Cyan: 60% | Magenta: 0% |  Yellow: 2% | Black: 0%

Hex: # FEDB00
Red: 254 | Green: 219 | Blue: 0

Cyan: 0% | Magenta: 2% |  Yellow: 99% | Black: 0%

Hex: # 046A38
Red: 4 | Green: 106 | Blue: 56

Cyan: 85% | Magenta: 3% |  Yellow: 91% | Black: 44%
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T-Mobile VS. Cricket 
Wireless Info Graphic

Sources: Freepiks.com | Flaticons.com 

Cricket Green - PMS 361

T-Mobile Magenta - PMS 213

Hex: #43B02A
Red: 67 | Green: 176 | Blue: 42

Cyan: 68% | Magenta: 0% |  Yellow: 100% | Black: 0%

Hex: #E31C79
Red: 227 | Green: 28 | Blue: 121

Cyan: 97% | Magenta: 81% |  Yellow: 0% | Black: 26%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

100% | 75% | 50% | 25%

Bus Stop Mock Up

T- Mobile VS. Cricket Wireless Info Graphic [  48 in. X 70 in. ]

This is the editorial infographic that was made to 
help viewers decipher the benefits between T-Mobile 
and Cricket Wireless phone services. The sign 
measures 48 inches in width and 70 inches in 
height as it is intended for a bus stop side poster. The 
design is laid out in a way where the viewer looks 
at the information going downward due to the 
lowering tint of the colors.



Thank you!

Instagram: 

@esp_artistry_design

Facebook: 

@ericshemarpaynedesign

Linkedin: 

linkedin.com/in/eric-payne-b20147189

Behance: 

behance.net/ericpayne5

Website:

https://eshemar12.wixsite.com/espdesign

ericspayne2000@gmail.com

937-559-2644

6881 Garber Rd.

Dayton, Ohio | 45415


